Croatia

Postcode  | Postcode type and position
----------|------------------------------------------------------------------------
          | 5 digits to the left of the locality name and preceded by “HR”.

Croatia

Coding method

1 0 0 0 0

Position of the address on the envelope

Bottom right-hand corner

Alignment of address lines

Left-aligned

Code formats

Postcodes ending in 1 or 2 are used for P O Boxes.

Address format

It is required to add the ISO alpha-2 country code “HR” before the postcode separated by a dash for mail sent from other countries.

Examples

Home delivery:

Mr. Ivan Horvat
Krapinska 17/1 stan 4
HR-10000 ZAGREB
CROATIA

Mr. Josip Kralj
Branimirova 4
Kanfanar
HR-52341 ŽMINJ
CROATIA

P O Box delivery:

Sigma d.o.o
Attn. Mr. A. Marin
P. P. 105
HR-21001 SPLIT
CROATIA

Contact

HP–Croatian Post Inc.
International Postal Traffic
P. P. 514
HR-10002 ZAGREB
CROATIA

Tel: (+385 1) 4981 555
Fax: (+385 1) 4981 315
E-mail: post.international@posta.hr

Website

www.posta.hr
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